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4

Abstract5

In paper [1], stability of a block random model was studied as a possible model for economic6

systems. Crisis means significant and quick change in the number of participants of a system.7

It was proved that a smaller system is more stable than a larger one with the same8

parameters. Further, the number of participants can significantly alter without any outer9

interactions resulting in crisis.In paper [2], stability properties of a block random model with10

fixed number of participants was investigated. It was studied, that how two parameters of the11

model, density matrix and dispersion influence behavior of the system. It was shown that12

proportionally smaller in absolute value density matrix results in a shorter cycle time. Also13

larger dispersion makes the cycle time shorter. It was suggested that a longer cycle time14

makes it possible the participants to adapt themselves to circumstances and thus to avoid15

crises. In this case repeated recessions and growths appear which can be called structural16

cycles.In the present paper we investigate connection between real parameters of economy and17

parameters of the block random model. We point out that base rate bounded by an18

appropriate level is useful for working the system without any crisis. As a result of these19

studies, it has become clear that sustainable development can be defined in terms of avoiding20

crisis rather than achieving growth.21

22

Index terms— random matrices, eigenvalues, lyapunov stability, economics, ecology23

1 Introduction24

t is widely accepted that behavior of economy is quasi cyclic. One can observe time to time appearing small25
cycles which can be called structural cycles to which participants can easily adapt themselves. Besides, so called26
crisis cycles manifest too which can be interpreted as large and quick alteration in the number of participants.27
Accommodation to these changes is problematic, a certain amount of participants are unable to do that.28

If one thinks of important parameters of economy as interests rates, incomes and wages, corporate profits,29
inflation, etc. it seems unclear why systems cannot work similarly with different but proportional level of these30
parameters.31

It is widely known among economists that interest rates play crucial role in successful or less successful behavior32
of economic systems. In the present paper we draw attention to the connection between structural cycle time33
and level of interests.34

2 II.35

3 Block Random Model36

We briefly summarize description of the model presented in [1]. The block the random model handles not only37
deterministic but random effects too. Its behavior depends on two parameters, density matrix and the dispersion38
of entries. The first relates to expected values, the second to variances of the entries. The model is piecewise39
linear which makes it possible to handle it easily while non-linearity is taken into account too.40
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12 CONSEQUENCES IN ECONOMICS

4 a) Economic model41

Denote X the n-dimensional space which we call Capital space and Y the n-dimensional space which is called42
Profit space. Coordinates of point x ? X and y ? Y are the capitals and profits of the participants, respectively.43

Let us suppose that we know the R n ?R n function F which maps the points of X to the points of Y.44

5 If we linearize F at time zero we get the following expression45

Where Jacobian L consists of partial derivatives of function F.46

6 Where the form of L =47

7 ??48

A is going to ensure that the equation is independent from the number of participants.49
To interpret Jacobian50

8 ??51

A we assume that a ij is the strength of action by which j th participant affects the i th participant. Then52
participant is influenced by average effect of all of the participants.53

Denote P k = (p ij ) the projector matrix whose entries are zero except p kk =1 and similarly let A ij be the54
matrix whose entries are zero except the entry a ij . Then whereA ij = P i AP j . I )) 0 ( ) ( ( )) 0 ( ( ) ( x t x L55
x F t y ? ? ? ) ( 1 ) ( ) ( t Ay n t Ly t y ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? n i56
n j j n i n i i n j j i n j ij P A P AP P A A 1 1 1 1 1 157

Let us differentiate by t, then we get If we take into consideration that profit is change of capital, we get our58
main equation:) ( ) ( t x L t y ? ? ?59

The elementary equation of index (i,j) can be written as Thus for the sum all of n 2 elementary equations that60
is Which means that our main equation can be stated as sum of elementary equations.61

9 b) Role of randomness62

To have a rough picture, we assume that the participants form some groups consisting of similarly behaving63
elements. Consequently the system matrix A consists of some blocks whose entries are independent random64
variables having the same expected values. We collected these expected values into the density matrix. Thus65
block random system has two important parameters: the density matrix and the dispersion of the entries. In66
this case the system matrix is called block random matrix.67

It is proved that spectra of block random matrices consists of a fixed number of n th order eigenvalues while68
most of the eigenvalues are of order ??? around zero. From the point of view of our investigations, the most69
important case is slight unstable block random matrix which means that the large in absolute value eigenvalues70
of the block random matrix have negative real parts.71

10 III. Effects of the Density Matrix and Dispersion72

To characterize behavior of block random systems we divided the envelope of the bundle of trajectories into two73
parts, that is, into a convergence period and a divergence period of time [2].74

If lengths of these periods, that is, convergence time and divergence time are suitable long then the participants75
are able to adapt themselves to conditions. In this case we are faced to a so called structural cycle and it is76
possible to start another cycle of the original nonlinear system.77

If either convergence period or divergence period or both are too short, a certain part of the participants are78
unable to adapt themselves to circumstances and so crisis appears.79

11 IV.80

12 Consequences in Economics81

Statistical data show that most of enterprises are charged with repayable loan. Consequently, if base rate is82
raised then strengths of interactions between participants decrease. This can be taken into consideration by83
proportional reduction (multiplication by a positive number less than 1) of the density matrix. This results in a84
shorter cycle time, that is, in quicker changes which in some circumstances can turn into crises.85

Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that a higher base rate causes increased differences between86
participants, that is, results in a greater dispersion. Thus base rate influences both parameters -density matrix87
and dispersion -in one direction from the viewpoint of speed of changes [2 ??able 1].88

The appearance of crisis can be avoided if base rate is kept in an appropriate low level. In this case, repetitive89
so called structural cycles can be observed and the system is free from crises [2 Figure ??].90

In general, one has to think about aims of economic policies. If we leave the paradigm of growth and instead91
we follow the paradigm of crisis avoidance then development is realized in a more natural way with less troubles.92
i i ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 1 1 ? Ay n y 1 ? ? n 293
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V.94

13 Summary95

Block random matrix has two important parameters, expected values of the entries which are collected into the96
density matrix and dispersion of the entries which is assumed to be a certain value. The connection between97
base rate and parameters of block random systems require further investigations. However, we emphasize that a98
higher base rate entails decreasing the magnitude of the density matrix as well and a larger standard deviation99
of the entries. Thus the alteration of both parameters results in faster processes which allow the crisis to appear.100
Otherwise an appropriate low level of interests makes it possible the participants to adapt themselves to the101
fundamentally nonlinear system and thus to avoid crisis.102

It seems clear that block random model is able to explain why economy is doing well with a relatively low103
level of base rate and crashes often in case of systems with high level of interests. 1
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13 SUMMARY
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